
Performance of sequential computations relative straightforward:

� instruction count (big-oh notation)

� tweak code if memory is a bottleneck to improve cache performance

� 90/10 rule - 90 % of the time spent in 10 % of the code, so optimize that 10 % to improve performance

Performance of parallel computations are complicated by:

� Amdahl’s law - parallelization speedup is limited by the percentage of non-parallelizable computation

� communication time, idle time, wait time, dependences

Harder to control costs and determine bottlenecks as these might vary from machine to machine.  Attempts to lower

one cost can increase others, so there are a some general trade-offs to consider.

Communication vs. Computation

� Overlapping communication with computation to partially hide the communication latency.  

Pros?

Cons?

� Perform redundant computation by all processors instead of generating the value in one processor and waiting

for it to communicate the value to all processors

Pros?

Cons?

Memory vs. Parallelism

� Privatization - Increase parallelism by using extra memory to break false data dependences (e.g., using

private_count variable in each thread in Count 3s example)

Pros?

Cons?

� Padding - allocate extra memory to force variable to be in their own cache line to avoid false sharing

Pros?

Cons?

Overhead vs. Parallelism - overheads of parallelism prevents the number of processor from profitably increasing

without bound

� Parallelize overhead - in Count 3s problem global accumulate of private_counts is a bottleneck (synchronization

overhead) if the number of threads is high (i.e., high parallelism).  What could we do to parallelize this

overhead?

� Load balance vs. overhead - It is easlier to distribute evenly a large number of fine-grained units of work than a

small number of course-grained units of work especially if the amount of work is irregular or dynamically

variable.  It is hard to determine how much work to assign a processor, so by over-decomposing the problem,

there’s a greater likelihood that all processors can be kept busy.  (Huh????)

Cons to over-decomposing a problem?
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� Granularity Trade-offs - best granularity depends on both algorithmic characteristics and hardware

characteristics.  Complete the general trends on the below graph
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Ch.4 First Steps Toward Parallel Programming - need to do some of this before programming

Broad classes of parallel computations:

� data parallel - parallel computation is applied by performing the same operation to different items of data at the

same time.  What happens to the amount of parallelism as the data size grows?

� task parallel - parallelism is applied by perform distinct computations or tasks at the same time.  If the number of

tasks is fixed, how scalable is the parallelism?

Which of these did the Count 3s problem exhibit?

Think about the preparing for a banquet.

� data parallel view:  P chefs need to create N meals with each chef preparing N/P meals.  As N increase we can

increase P.

� task parallel view:  Split meal preparations into tasks for preparing:  appetizer, salad, main course, and dessert.

Have four chefs each do a task.  Might employ additional chefs to pipeline some tasks, e.g., salad preparation

split into three stages:  wash, dice, assemble 

� hybrid view:  combine both data and task parallelism.   Split banquet preparation into tasks, but apply data

parallelism on each task

How would you parallelizing the building of a house?
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Peril-L - parallel pseudocode language for writing parallel algorithms that’s:

� easy to learn

� not biased toward language, parallel computer (for CTA), or algorithmic approach

� allow us to reason about performance

C syntax with parallel extentions:

Parallel threads - computation starts as a sequential thread with multiple threads introduced by forall statement:

forall(<integer variable> in( <index range specification> )) { forall(index in(1..10)) {

<body>      printf(“Hello from thread %i\n”, index);

} }

Notes:  

� thread for each index value in the range run in parallel (but not in lock step) each with their index value

� all threads terminate at the closing bracket with the initiating thread continuing

Synchronization and Coordination

exclusive {   - provides mutual exclusion of the <body>

     <body>

} 

barrier in a forall statement forces all threads to stop and wait until all threads have arrived

Memory Model - two address spaces:

� global address space visible to all threads (each access takes λ time)

� local address space for each thread only visible to that thread (each access takes unit time)

Notes:

� variables declared outside of forall are global with those declared inside a forall are local

� the convention is to underline global variables

� global variables allow concurrent reads, but concurrent writes leave its state as unknown.  Thus, global writes

should use some protection like an exclusive statement

� CTA model does not have a global memory so global data structures are partitioned across processor local

memory.  Peril-L connects the global data structure to its local memory part using the localize() function

int allData[n];

forall(threadID in(0..P-1)) {

    int size = n/P;

    int locData[size] =localize(allData[]);   // maps globals to this thread’s locals

...

}

All modifications to the locData actually modify the global allData without the λ time penalty

Other routines:
size = mySize(allData[], 0);    // size of first dimension of local allocation

globalIndex = localToGlobal(locData, i, j);  // global index that corresponds to the
   // ith index of the jth

               //  dimension of the locData

Synchronized Memory:  full/empty variables (FE variables) - global variables that enable fine-grained

synchronization (denoted by ‘ at end of variable name, e.g., int t’ = 0; )
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